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The pair of undershorts does not ha-;(1 a brand 
label. The T shirt has a -JOCKEY" brand lab-A. 

The T shirt label is hold flat with a folded 
piece of 3/4" wide cellophane tnpo. The piece of tape is 
about 1" long. One end has been cut, and the other end 
has boon torn. 

Tho crotch seams of the undershorts have boon 
repaired in two places with brown thread. The repaired 
areas are hand stitched. 

The Q203 strap, rhich appears now, fneasures 37 1/2"in 
length. This strap fits the strap guides on ne Q14 binoculars 
and could be the strap for Q14. No strap is presently on Q14. 

A short hand strap is presently on the Q22 binoculars 
case. The Q210 strap has tho same nppearance no the hand strap 
on Q22 except that it is longer. Specimen Q210 could be the 
shoulder strap for the Q22 case. The Q210 strap appears now and 
measures 37" iu length. 

No marks to indicate source were found on Q213. Tho 
Q213 pin appears to be a patriotic emblem. 

There is a large hole in the right front 
portion of the collar of the Q7G shirt. The Q77 necktie 
has been forcibly_torn apart in the right front neck 
portion also. The object or objects causing Vie damage 
wore larger than a bullet of .30 call.ber size and irregular 
in shape as all of the yarns were broken, not cut. One 
or more segments of bone could not be eliminated as the 
cause of the damage. 

The right lapel ci' the Q78 coat has three damaged 
areas on tho surface of the fabric. These areto have been 
torn by some .object or objects, but' the damage does not 
extend through the lapel. The torn areas vary from Vt.:- 
to 1" in length and the condition of the yurr%;tudicates 
the object or objects struck tM,. -coat from above and probably glanced of! the coat. 

Duo to the sizes: and raggel edf,:ef; of the drvaaged 
areas of the Q7G shirt, Q77 necktie and Q78 snit coat, 
it waS not possible to recognize any bullet holes or to 
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determine from visual examinntien whether el- not o !Juliet 
or any bullet fragments had pasnnd throunh or struck thene 
Items. 

No bullet holes were found in Q79 through 05. 
The edges of the hole torn in the (;76 shirt 

collar, the edges of the three tears on the collar of the 
Q78 suit coat and the material near the ends of the Q77 
necktie were contaminated vith trnce:; of lend which could 
have come from a bullet or from bullet frneents. The lead 
contamination of thescilems could not be associated with 
a particular bullet or load source. 
FINGERPRINT EXAMINATION 

Specimens Q1 throenh Q63, Q30, Q70, 009, Q210, 
Q213, and ten transparent lilts of latent priet::-. from room 
at 420 South Main Street examined and latent rrints of 
value found or developed as follows: 

One palm print on black rifle box, Ql One fingerprint on side of rifle, Q2 One fingerprint on telescopic sight on rifle, Q2 One fingerprint on binoculars;, Q14 One fingerprint on front page of uewspaper, Q/9 One fingerprint on after shnve lotion bottle, part. ot :,2/2 
One fingerprint on gctilitz Leer can, Q50 One fingerprint on lift marked in pnet "Lifted from presser top" 
One fingerprint on lift marked in pert "Rt. side of fireplace (front)" 

No other latent impressions of value found et. ,!eveloped. 
The lAtent fingerprint on the rifle, Q2, the latent 

fingerprint on the telescopic sight of the virle, C22, the 
latent finrerprint on the binoculars, Q14, the latent. 11nner-
print on the newspneer, mn, the latent fini:rrot on the 
after shave lotion bolts.,;:,  part of Q24, and thc latch': 
fingerprint on the Fchlitz icr can, q53, 	:,11 keen 
identified as fingerprinttn or JAIEVTARL PAY, —TP101942(1. Vle latent palm pvinL on the rifle 1 	, been idcntilied nn the right palm print of btore clerk -)onald F. cod. .1.}n )alen1. rjh,;(1. 1 	Ine 
lift narked in part "Lifted fvem Dref,;:,cr 	 H,411 
identiiied as a fingerprint of Memphis. 	of ricer 
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